
JLA on-premise laundry 
solutions for the food industry



With typical savings of 40%, instant 
disinfection verification, and no more 
outsourcing hassles, can you afford 
not to process your laundry on-site?



 

Is outsourcing leaving you out of pocket?

Do you need to upgrade an  
existing laundry?

Laundry is a significant direct cost to your business  

but has no profit potential. 

By outsourcing you are paying thousands of pounds more than you  
need to each year by committing to substantial clothing stocks,  
hidden supplementary charges and unexpected price rises. 

With an on-premise facility, you can bring your laundry in-house to reduce 
cost, stock and hassle, meet all compliance and HACCP requirements  
and take full control of one of the most important elements of your daily 
operation. After all, why trust someone else when so much is at stake?

Whether you want to improve efficiency in your ancillary laundry or expand 

your facility to include high care machines, we can tailor a solution to fit 

different requirements across your business.

Whatever your set-up JLA can provide the latest low-energy SmArt Wash machines, 
OtEX Ozone Disinfection and S.A.F.E dryers to enhance or expand your current facilities 
– and cut your utility costs by a third. Immediate disinfection verification and HACCP 
reporting will add another layer of reassurance to your laundry process, and all our 
equipment is backed up with first-class engineer support – 7 days a week.
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Are you compliant? 
If you use domestic washing machines, you will not meet the 

requirements of the WRAS directives, FSA, BRC or UK retailers. 

Domestic washers are not capable of reaching and maintaining the required 
disinfection temperatures, they do not have a sluice drain and the machine is not  
WrAS-approved. You could be liable to prosecution for breaking the statutory  
water regulations or disconnected from the mains water supply if you have an 
infection outbreak.

JLA will help you protect your business from the threat and consequences of an 
infection outbreak, with commercial and industrial-grade equipment that is proven  



  Control 
You manage and adapt production schedules to suit your peak and quiet  
periods. You are not vulnerable to the consequences of late deliveries,  
incorrect stocks or quality rejects. Clothing stocks can be as low as three  
sets per employee, with no paperwork for deliveries and stock  
checking and no need to panic when things go wrong.  

   Compliance 

You eliminate the risk of products leaving and  
then re-entering the premises. With JLA OtEX 
Ozone Disinfection and JLA SmArt Wash 
technology you have access to immediate  
verification to prove that your wash has been  
disinfected, with either a printed receipt or  
a data log sent to your PC – both helping 
you to complete your HACCP/ISO  
documentation quickly and easily. 

   Cost savings 

You reap the benefits of reduced  
clothing stocks, fixed and transparent  
JLA pricing, lower processing costs,  
no penalties or surprise charges and  
no annual increases. You keep cash  
in your business and enjoy ongoing  
savings of 30%-70% compared  
to outsourcing.
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Commercial machinery is straightforward and quick to use, and in the 

majority of cases our customers have been able to re-deploy existing staff 

resources to operate the laundry at no additional cost to their organisation.
“ “

A printed receipt to 
verify that your wash 
has been disinfected 

with JLA OTEX Ozone 
Disinfection.

▲

Benefits of an on-premise laundry

Download wash data direct 
to your PC for HACCP/ISO 
documentation
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Working with farmers, fishermen and horticulturists through to abattoirs, processors  

and finished food manufacturers. JLA has a track record in providing a diverse range  

of solutions that deliver low-cost, hygienic laundry.

You may need one or all of the solutions listed below. Whatever your requirements,  

we will plan, install and help you manage your on-premise laundries.

For the most demanding environments in the 

most challenging of sectors, our barrier washers 

combine with OTEX Ozone Disinfection, 

providing complete segregation between dirty 

and clean clothing to give you the ultimate in 

wash quality and disinfection. 

“

   The ancillary laundry 
An ancillary laundry will allow you to process all the 
items your linen provider won’t touch - items that 
can potentially be damaged by traditional thermal 
disinfection. these include specialist clothing 
materials, microfibre cloths and mop  
heads, slash guards and your drivers’ & engineers’ 
clothing.

What we offer:
Fully compliant commercial machines with fast 
wash cycles, low utility costs and auto-dosed 
chemicals – improving wash quality in capacities 
from 7.5kg to 90kg. 

SmArt Wash machines with thermal disinfection 
or OTEX Ozone Disinfection with verification allows 
you to complete accurate HACCP documentation, 
eliminating the reliance on subjective third party 
reports/tests.

   The full on-premise laundry 

This will give you a full laundry facility for 5  
to 5,000 employees in both low risk and  
hi-care production units. A full laundry facility will 
disinfect as well as clean, and will ensure you meet 
strict compliance regulations  
in the process.

What we offer:
Highly efficient commercial and industrial 
equipment – from single (5kg) compact machines 
to (180kg) barrier systems. We can meet your full 
spectrum of needs using the latest SmArt Wash 
absorption technology, state-of-the-art reporting 
software, thermal disinfection or OtEX Ozone 
Disinfection with immediate verification, in-built 
cycle memory for HACCP auditing, and low-energy 
dryers with the unique JLA S.A.F.E system to 
eliminate the risk of dryer fires.

“
Tailored solutions for specific needs
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High quality solutions...

Our on-premise solutions will  
make sure you meet:

 HACCP procedures and documentation 

 BRC6 Global Standards  

 Food Standards Agency guidelines  

 Retailer audits and inspections  

 BS EN 14065

   Low cost, low energy, time efficient laundry solutions   
 including large systems for high volume, high risk workwear processing  
and single commercial washing machines and dryers for mops and cloths.

   Easy-to-use machinery that eliminates human error with pre-set  
wash programmes, auto-dosed chemicals and user-friendly design. 

   Detergents, conditioners, emulsifiers and destainers  
with auto-dosing, formulated to give you optimal wash quality,  
removing tough stains including grease, colouring and blood.  

   Atmospheric room pressure solutions combined with  
‘ozone release’, to prevent airborne re-contamination.

   End-of-line bagging and sealing systems with personalised  
clothing identification and labelling if required.

   Support from a dedicated project and technical team  
who will provide ME specifications, create auto-CAD floor plans and  
assist in the building and preparation of your new laundry facility.



Barrier washers

Our ground-breaking OTEX ozone laundry system has 

revolutionised the way companies process their laundry. 

Eradicating the risk of cross-infection and cleaning  

deeper than traditional methods, OTEX will safely:

   Kill 99.999% of bacteria including E.Coli, Salmonella,  
Norovirus, Campylobacter and Listeria.

    Verify disinfection in every wash to assist in auditing/ 
reports and meet BRC6 Global Standards.

   Extend the life of garments by using low temperatures –  
no boiling or harsh chemicals needed.

   Operate safely with septic tanks 
(accepted by the Water Research Council).

   Meet Health & Safety Executive requirements.

A barrier washer is the ultimate hygiene machine, and when used with 
the OtEX Ozone Disinfection system, will give you complete peace of mind.  
Designed to combat the threat of microbiological contamination while 
achieving premium wash quality, these true passthrough machines will 
prevent bacterial outbreak by using a special ‘dual-door’ system to process 
laundry capacities between 16kg and 180kg - loading and unloading  
takes place in separate rooms, making re-contamination impossible.

OZONE DISINFECTION

The best defence against bacterial outbreak

Thermal disinfection

Thermal disinfection (heat) is the established method of sterilisation and JLA SMART Washers have several  
in-built disinfection programmes which can be tailored to your precise requirements. Using the SmArt software  
the machines will collect all your wash data including operating dates, programmes selected, temperatures and 
cycle times to provide the documentation needed for HACCP/ISO records. this can be infrared or hard wired to 
your PC, and the log book provides all the historic details you need.

▲

JLA SMART Wash technology combined with  
JLA OTEX Ozone Disinfection for optimum results.

▲

JLA has a wide range of barrier washers to provide the  
best solution for the most demanding environments.
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High hygiene innovations...



Find out more about our full range of products and services

0800 591 903
info@jla.com    jla.com

England and Wales Meadowcroft Lane, Ripponden, West Yorkshire, HX6 4AJ   
Scotland 27 Tollpark Place, Wardpark East, Cumbernauld, G68 0LN  

Ireland Regus House, Harcourt Road, Dublin 2 JL
A0
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No upfront investment required on any  
JLA machine, and no repair bills to pay... ever.

Your laundry investment does not have to involve any capital outlay. 
JLA offers a unique, all-inclusive Total Care package which covers 
the supply of our market-leading machines as well as all labour, 
parts and repairs for a simple monthly payment. We will guarantee 
engineer response 7 days a week, and if we fail to attend within 
8-working hours we will pay you £100.
 
This hassle-free solution reduces management involvement, 
eliminates surprise costs, keeps cash in your business and  
gives you complete peace of mind.

Unrivalled engineer response options,  
at your service 
We know that you rely on your commercial machines to keep your business 

going, which is why you can rely on our first-class engineers to quickly fix  

any problems if a fault occurs.

Our three levels of cover mean you can tailor breakdown response  

to suit your exact requirements. Just pay for what you need, and we’ll take 

care of everything as part of your chosen package if something goes wrong.

Whichever plan you opt for, you’ll benefit from:

 No wear and tear clause

 A 92% first-time fix rate
 Unrivalled industry experience


